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Rotary Belt Type Vacuum Packaging Machine 

Brief Introduction: 

Rotary belt type vacuum packaging machine is commonly utilized by 

small/medium/large scale food companies. It involves manual labor in the package 

bags placing process on the working plate, but all the other processes are automatic. 

 

When should you choose belt type automatic vacuum packaging machine? 

 

1. When you have different products and package sizes on daily basis. 

2. When you need high efficiency package solution while double chamber vacuum 

packaging machine is too slow or Thermoforming vacuum packaging machine is too 

much for you. 

3. When you need to pack liquid or water-rich contents, and don't want the liquid 

overflows, you may need this machine, because the working plate can be tilted in 3 

angles to match your needs. 

4. When you want a packaging machine made of food grade SUS304 stainless steel 

for maximum  durability and food hygiene. 

 

 

 

Packaging Material compatible with the machine: 

All kinds of flexible film, rigid film, aluminum foil bags 
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Product Images 

 

 

Specifications 

1. Regular machine size: 1540*1800*1300 mm 

2. Vacuum pump: BUSCH 200 

3. Sealing bar length: 1000 mm 

4. Package maximum width: 400-500 mm 

5. Sealing cycle: 2-5 times/ minute 

6. Power supply: As per customer's request 

7. Vacuum chamber material: 304 stainless steel, 8mm thickness 

8. Side boards material: 304 stainless steel, 3mm 

9. Overlapping sealing function 
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Our Services 

 

1. Whole machine has one year warranty exclude wearable parts such as silicone 

plate, film, and so on. 

2. For thermoforming vacuum packaging machines, overseas installing service 

available. 

3. We have multiple after-sale service including online guiding, engineering, service 

install and tuning service and so on. 

4. Special overseas engineering service is available, but not included in the warranty. 

5. Other items or services requirements can be negotiated 

 

 

Contact Information 
 

Contact person: Kevin (Sales Manager) 

Website: www.kbtfoodpack.com 

Email: admin@kbtfoodpack.com 

Mobile: 0086-15006621108 

Whatsapp / Wechat: 008615006621108 

Youtube: Channel Link 

 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC68IpZGKoo3Ly9ELCpuNd_Q

